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Purifying water

The Environment Ministry’s draft notification to

regulate the use of membrane-based water

purification systems.

The notification is the culmination of a legal dispute

before the National Green Tribunal, which had

banned RO water filter use in Delhi as the

purification process wastes water.

In RO, the total dissolved solids (TDS) in water —

which covers trace chemicals, certain viruses, bacteria

and salts — can be reduced, to meet potable water

standards.



Home filters waste nearly 80% of the water during

treatment.

Some research has shown that the process can cut

the levels of calcium and magnesium, which are

vital nutrients.

The notification implies, these filters are only

prohibited if the home gets water supply that

conforms to Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) for

Drinking Water.

The BIS, last year, ranked several cities on official

water supply quality.



The BIS norms are voluntary for public agencies

which supply piped water but are mandatory for

bottled water producers.

Moreover, most of the country does not have the

luxury of piped water.

The Composite Water Management Index (CWMI)

of NITI Aayog says that 70% of water supply is

contaminated.

India is ranked 120th among 122 countries in an

NGO, WaterAid’s quality index.

The aim is also to ensure that after 2022, no more

than 25% of water being treated is wasted.



Course correction for the Speaker’s office

Keisham Meghachandra Singh vs. the Hon’ble Speaker

Manipur Legislative Assembly & Ors.

Recommended that Parliament should rethink as to

whether disqualification petitions ought to be

entrusted to a Speaker as a quasi-judicial authority

when such a Speaker continues to belong to a

particular political party.

Parliament may seriously consider a Constitutional

amendment to substitute the Speaker of the Lok

Sabha and Legislative Assemblies with a ‘permanent

Tribunal headed by a retired Supreme Court judge or a

retired Chief Justice of a High Court, or some other

outside independent mechanism.



This is to ensure that such disputes are decided

both swiftly and impartially, thus giving teeth to

the provisions contained in the Tenth Schedule,

which are so vital in the proper functioning of

India’s democracy’.

Speaker is the ‘ultimate interpreter and arbiter

of those provisions which relate to the functioning

of the House.

Her decisions are final and binding and ordinarily

cannot be easily challenged.

She decides the duration of debates, can

discipline members and even override decisions

by committees.



She represents the collective voice of the House

and is the sole representative of the House in the

international arena’.

“The Speaker represents the House. She

represents the dignity of the House, the freedom

of the House and because the House represents

the nation, in a particular way, the Speaker

becomes a symbol of the nation’s freedom and

liberty. Therefore, that should be an honoured

position, a free position and should be occupied

always by persons of outstanding ability and

impartiality.”

However, on several occasions, the Speaker’s role

has been questioned on the allegation of bias.



As a minority view, Justice J.S. Verma in Kihoto

Hollohan vs Zachillhu And Others observed: “The

Speaker being an authority within the House and

his tenure being dependent on the will of the

majority therein, likelihood of suspicion of bias

could not be ruled out.”

Currently, the extent of the Speaker’s political

commitment often depends on the personality and

character of the person holding the office.

It is suggested that a scheme should be brought

wherein Speakers should renounce all political

affiliations, membership and activity once they

have been elected, both within the Assembly and

in the country as a whole.



Impartiality, fairness and autonomy in decision-

making are the hallmarks of a robust institution.

United Kingdom: main characteristic of the

Speaker of the House of Commons is neutrality.

Once elected, the Speaker gives up all-partisan

affiliation, as in other Parliaments of British

tradition, but remains in office until retirement,

even though the majority may change.

At a time when India’s fall in ranks in the latest

Democracy Index has evoked concern, it is

expected that Parliament will pay heed to the

reasoning of the Supreme Court and take steps to

strengthen the institution of the Speaker.



Fashioning the framework of a New India 

The Indian economy is going through a severe crisis

a slowdown as well as a structural crisis

 Almost all sectors of the economy are in decline

The rate of growth of the national GDP has declined to 5.0%

Construction sector: 3.3%

Agriculture sector : 2.1%

Auto sector: declining continuously in absolute terms

MSME sector: has declined, in turn raising the burden of non-performing
assets of the banking sector as well as non-banking financial institutions

Exports have been declining in recent years, raising the crisis of current
account deficit

Credit from banking and non-banking sectors has been declining



These developments have had an adverse impact

on the bottom 30%-40% of the population.

Human Development Report (2019) has shown,

more than 44% of the Indian population is under

the multi-dimensional poverty line.

The poorest 50% population at present owns only

4.1% of the national wealth, while the richest

10% people own 73% of the total wealth in India

(Suisse Credit 2019).

India has 15.2% population malnourished (women

15%) as against 9.3% in China.



India’s global hunger rank has gone up to 112

while Brazil is 18, China is 25 and South Africa, 59.

In the field of education as per a UN report

(2015), overall literacy in India is 74.04% (more

than the 25% are totally illiterate) against 94.3% in

South Africa, 96.6% in China and 92.6% in Brazil.

Almost 40-45% population is either illiterate or

has studied up to standard 4.

Given the quality of education in India, the

overall population is very poorly educated, with

the share of ‘educated unemployment’ rising by

leaps and bounds.



A major reason for the crisis is that the growth process

has marginalised the bottom 40-plus% of the

population in the sense that they do not get a fair

share of the economic growth, and are more or less

deprived of productive employment with a decent

income.

These people have been treated as beneficiaries to

whom some cash/kind grants are thrown at, but they

have not been used as active participants in the

growth process.

Their potential has not been promoted.

The government spends just 1.4% of GDP on health

(against the norm of 4-6% of GDP) and 3% of GDP on

education (against the norm of 6-8% of GDP).



 a major solution to the present crisis is to go in
for inclusive growth.

Inclusive growth does not mean only including all
sections of the population in the growth process as
producers and beneficiaries; it also means “shared
prosperity”.

Under the “New India” the main requirements are
as follows

To start with, to improve the capabilities of the masses
as well as their well-being by expanding productive
employment opportunities for them.

A process of inclusion — expanding quality of basic
health for all and ensuring quality education to all,
which will by itself generate large-scale employment in
the government



This will also improve the global competitiveness
of our production units.

Following the economic logic of R. Nurkse and
A.O. Hirschman, assets generated under
MGNREGA will expand capital formation in the
economy, thereby raising the labour-absorbing
capacity of the mainstream economy.

One major strategy is to raise direct taxes, both
capital tax and wealth tax.

The unholy alliance between the government and
the corporate sector also does not allow them to
worry about the poor.

Finally there was no sound economic reason to
control fiscal deficit ratio.



A time for solidarity, not stigma

The international repercussions are expanding fast.

As of February 4, according to the WHO, nine

countries have recorded 27 cases of human-to-human

transmissions.

Vigilantes are going door to door looking for

suspected cases, and daubing homes with language

that will encourage stigma.

For different reasons, SARS, a different coronavirus

of zoonotic origin that was also traced to China, is a

public benchmark by which the scale and severity of

the Wuhan outbreak is being measured in the media.



But convenient side-by-side comparisons are not always
accurate, nor are they safe.

Rumours and misinformation are rapidly replacing evidence
and honesty.

Videos on social media show chaotic and distressing scenes
at hospitals.

One journalist admitted on Twitter that the footage she
shared was “unverified”, a disclaimer which doesn’t prevent
it from being re-uploaded as fact.

Twitter now provides a pop-up message in regions like Hong
Kong and countries including Australia, which when you
search for ‘coronavirus’ invites you to “know the facts” and
opt for verified information provided by local sources and the
WHO.



The commitment to engage in accurate and

meaningful information surely must be driven by

everyone.

China admitted patients to two new emergency

hospitals built and equipped in around 10 days.

Many more beds are to be made available in the

sports halls and conference centres currently being

converted for temporary medical use.

Global Preparedness Monitoring Board, an

independent body that tracks progress in

anticipating the next health emergency, and

identifies gaps in reaching that critical point.



They warned us that the world is extremely

vulnerable to disease epidemics and pandemics

that will not only cause loss of human life, but will

destruct our economies and create social chaos.

It is more important now than ever to remain

calm, and allow our health workers and

authorities to do exactly what they are trained

to do at this time.

As Dr. Tedros said: “This is a time for facts, not

fear. This is the time for science, not rumours. This

is the time for solidarity, not stigma.”



NEWS

Trust formed for Ram temple

construction: PM

U.P. govt. allots five acres for

building mosque

Centre moves SC in Nirbhaya case

Electric vehicles, SUVs energise

Auto Show

WHO busts myths and fake

messages on coronavirus

PM pitches for boost to defence

exports
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


